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Summary 
This report discusses imaging the seabed from exploration 3D seismic data in shallow water 
areas, defined as less than 300m. The issues involved are discussed primarily with reference to 
data sets within the Faroe-Shetland Channel (FSC) where the bulk of the seabed imaging work 
has been performed and where the availability of other data such as swath bathymetry permit 
detailed comparison.  

The report then considers how seafloor conditions and survey design influence seabed reflection 
quality. A method for mapping seabed topography using seabed multiple energy is presented and 
applied to the FINA 30/14 3D survey in the Central Graben of the North Sea. 

The major conclusions of this report are: 

(1) In water depths shallower than 300-400m and in areas of high seabed velocity, the 
seabed reflection on conventionally processed 3D seismic volumes tends to become 
poorly imaged if the survey has been designed for deep targets. 

(2) Pre-stack processing of the seismic volume to enhance seabed multiples does appear to 
generate a plausible surface on the Fina survey. The first multiple is less contaminated 
with survey footprint artefacts than the primary reflection. The auto-correlation pick 
provides the most coherent surface in this study. An unresolved question is the extent to 
which the derived topography reflects tuning effects due to the rapidly varying thickness 
of the Forth Formation, as opposed to the true seabed topography.  

(3) The technique may usefully be applied to another, deeper water area, such as Shell’s 
woc96 survey in the FSC where the primary seabed reflection begins to fade. This would 
enable a direct comparison of surfaces generated by conventional and multiple 
enhancement processing as well as present an opportunity to extend the FSC seabed 
image. 
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1 Introduction 
Seabed imagery in the Faroe-Shetland Channel (FSC), based on picking the seabed on 3D 
seismic data has been particularly valuable in helping to understand processes forming the 
seabed (Bulat and Long, 2001; Long, Bulat & Stoker, in press). Figure 1 is the current version of 
the seabed image in the FSC. In deep water areas the image quality is excellent. However, in 
water depths shallower than 300m the results have been mixed. This report will discuss the 
issues posed in imaging the seabed in shallower waters, a quantitative comparison with swath 
bathymetry, a discussion of the likely causes of poor imaging and propose an indirect 
methodology based on seabed multiples that may be able to image the seafloor in shallow water. 

.  

2 
3 

4 

5 

 

Figure 1.Seabed shaded-relief image of the Faroe-Shetland Channel. Illumination from NE, 
bathymetric contours shown in white. Numbered lines and boxes indicate position of text 
figures presented in this report. 
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2 Examples of seabed imagery in shallow water (<300m) 
areas based on conventionally processed 3D seismic. 

The seabed image for the Faroe-Shetland Channel covers a large bathymetric range of 200m to 
1700m. The image quality in the shallow water areas of the West Shetland Shelf is of variable 
quality. Some datasets show excellent detail in water depths of 200m, whereas others exhibit 
very weak events often partially masked by coherent noise at similar or greater depths. Figure 2 
shows a profile across the Shell woc96 dataset where the seabed event becomes increasingly 
contaminated with noise such that the seabed pick was terminated at 400ms two-way time. Note 
the sudden drop in amplitude and the increasing strength of the survey footprint artefacts, seen as 
pronounced two-way time displacements from line to line.  Figure 3 shows a plot of amplitude 
against two-way time for the woc96 dataset demonstrating a pronounced linear relationship that 
is probably an artefact of incorrect amplitude compensation for the reduction in effective fold 
due to refraction energy muting. Figure 4 shows the seabed image over the Clair field generated 
from seabed picks provided by BP. The Clair image shows convincing morphology that testifies 
to the presence of minor moraine ridges as well as major terminal moraines marking the major 
glaciations known in this area.  
 

NW 

 NW SE 

 

Figure 2. Profile across 3D survey woc96, location shown on figure 1. Note how the seabed 
reflection suddenly fades at 400ms (c. 300m) and becomes progressively contaminated with 
noise as the seabed shallows. 
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Figure 3. Plot of seabed amplitude (Y-axis) vs two-way time (X-axis) for the woc96 survey. 
Reproduced from Bulat (2003). The colour bar represents the deviation of the observed 
amplitude value from the linear least squares trend calculated for the distribution. 

 

 

Figure 4. Shaded relief image over the Clair field. Illumination from the NW 
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Figure 5. Detailed shaded relief image of the 'Vrackie' dataset. Illuminated from NE. 
Arbitrary profile AA’ also shown. Note the increasing noise at depths shallower than 300m. 

The sediments over Clair are known to be over-compacted (and therefore of higher velocity than 
the soft sediments found on the slope) in approximately 200m of water. In contrast, the Vrackie 
dataset in the south-eastern part of the FSC image and displayed as Figure 5, shows pronounced 
survey footprint artefacts that give rise to a very irregular surface at water depths less than 300m 
(400ms). This is consistent with the picture obtained from the woc96 dataset shown in Figure 2. 
Furthermore, high-resolution BGS profiles over the same area show that the seabed is not as 
rough as this image suggests (Bulat & Long, 2001), which lends credence to the interpretation of 
the irregular topography as being an artefact. Figure 4 also shows that the onset of the irregular 
topography is not wholly a function of two-way time in that it does not slavishly follow the 
bathymetric contour. 
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3 Comparison between swath bathymetry and 3D seismic 
images. 

A more quantitative assessment of the quality of 3D seismic imagery can be obtained by 
comparison with swath datasets. In the Schiehallion, Foinavon area, BP commissioned an 
extensive swath bathymetry survey, which has provided a unique opportunity to make a detailed 
comparative study. Figure 6 shows the shaded relief image of the seabed pick derived from 3D 
seismic surveys and Figure 7 shows the shaded relief image of the swath grid. Figure 8 is a 
difference grid between these two data sets that has been colour coded to represent the data 
range. Table 1 demonstrates that the differences between 3D seismic and swath bathymetry in 
deep water areas (>500m) are small. Inspection of Figure 8 confirms that this region shows 
relatively gentle, long period changes, predominantly associated with survey footprint. For 
intermediate depths (400-500m) the difference map shows up shorter period features, mostly due 
to misalignment of topography (see profile C inset on Figure 9). The mean and median 
differences are significantly increased. For shallow water areas (<400m) the mean and median 
differences are highest and the map shows many short period features that are due to increasing 
noise levels on the 3D seismic pick as well as the misalignment of features. 

Profiles A-C show close agreement in the short wavelengths. The differences are in the very long 
wavelengths and can be attributed to more precise water velocity measurements on the swath 
data. The detail inset panel on profile C shows that there is evidence for a lateral displacement 
between the two surveys of up to 142m. This may be due to errors in migration parameters or 
navigational errors. Profile D shows the least agreement between the two data sets. This is 
attributed to increased noise on the 3D pick in shallower water depths. 

 

 

Figure 6. Shaded relief image of the seabed pick derived from 3D seismic data (30m by 25m 
grid) illuminated from the northeast. The swath outline and 100m depth contours are 
superimposed in white. Profile locations AA’ to DD' are shown in red and displayed in 
Figure 9. 
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Iceberg scour & ploughmarks
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Figure 7. Shaded relief image of the BP swath bathymetry with 100m bathymetric contours 
and interpretations superimposed.  

 

Figure 8. Difference map between 3D seismic survey and BP swath bathymetry with 100m 
bathymetric contours superimposed. The map is colour coded for a range of +15m to -15m.  
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Table 1.  Statistics for difference map within different bathymetric ranges.  All values are 
in  metres. 
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Figure 9. Comparison of depths between swath and 3D seismic along profiles AA' to DD'. 
Swath depths are drawn in black, 3D pick depths in grey. Location of profiles are shown on 

Figure 6. 
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4 Acquisition and processing design and seabed imagery. 
A full description of 2D and 3D seismic acquisition and processing is presented in Yilmaz 
(2001). What follows is a brief review of some basic concepts pertinent to seabed imagery. In 
many ways 3D seismic acquisition is simply an extension of 2D multi-channel profiling, where a 
receiver cable composed of many individual hydrophone groups is towed behind an acoustic 
source. The response of each group to an individual shot is digitally recorded as a separate data 
channel, which is associated with a particular offset distance i.e. the distance from the source to 
the centre of the individual hydrophone group. The result of this procedure is a shot record or 
gather composed of many channels. The length of cable and number of hydrophone groups used 
in any particular survey are determined by the target depth. Cable lengths of many kilometres are 
common, resulting in hundreds of channels in a shot gather. 

Acoustic noise, both random and coherent, is always present in seismic data, masking those 
events associated with geological structure. The advantage of multi-channel data is that it 
provides large-scale data redundancy, so that statistical techniques can be used to reduce noise 
levels considerably. Central to this procedure is the idea of the Common Mid Point (CMP), a.k.a. 
Common Depth Point (CDP). In principle, this is an extension of the idea of the vertical stack in 
land seismic acquisition, where shots are repeated with the same shot and receiver locations and 
the resultant traces added together. This simple statistical procedure attenuates random noise, 
whereas coherent energies are added or stacked.  

In the marine environment it is not feasible to stop a ship and repeatedly record many traces for 
the same shot and receiver locations. So other means are used to achieve the same objective from 
data that is continuously acquired. If it is assumed that reflections come from flat horizontal 
reflectors in the subsurface, then a CMP can be defined that lies halfway between the source and 
hydrophone group. Furthermore, by firing the sources at exact multiples of the group distance, a 
set of traces will exist, coming from many shot gathers, that are associated with any one CMP. 
Thus CMP gathers can be assembled from continuously acquired shot gathers. Each trace within 
the CMP gather has a different offset and has taken a different ray path to the CMP. Because of 
the differing ray paths, the arrival times increase with offset, a behaviour termed normal move-
out (NMO). It can be shown that reflections and multiples exhibit a hyperbolic form when 
displayed as a time-offset panel. The curvature of the hyperbola is a function of the mean 
velocity above the reflector. Low velocities are seen as steep sided hyperbolae; high velocities 
are observed as shallow sided hyperbolae. The NMO can be corrected for by stretching the CMP 
gather so that primary events line up. The stretch is a function of the average velocity, and 
involves an interpretation procedure known as velocity analysis, where a geophysicist, in effect, 
decides which events are primary reflections, by picking a suitable velocity-time function. Once 
the stretch is applied, the traces in the CMP gather may be summed i.e. stacked, a procedure 
which reinforces coherent reflections to a greater degree than noise. When properly applied, this 
is a powerful technique for attenuating random noise in the section. 

3D seismic acquisition differs from the 2D case in that many cables and sources are towed 
simultaneously with fixed lateral displacements, thus giving a kind of swath coverage rather than 
a simple profile. As sources and hydrophone groups are no longer in-line, instead of CMP 
locations along lines, CMP bins are defined where a trace within any CMP bin has an azimuth 
angle relative to the line direction associated with the source-receiver pair, as well as offset 
distance. Similarly, the velocity analysis is three dimensional, where the 2D hyperbola becomes 
a 3D hyperbolic surface.   
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4.1 CONSTRAINTS IN RECORDING THE SEABED REFLECTION. 
3D seismic surveys are designed to optimally image specific exploration targets. Deep targets 
require larger sources and longer hydrophone cables to record greater offset distances.  Shallow 
targets need shorter cables and smaller offset distances as well as shorter minimum offset 
between source and cable. A general rule of thumb is that the offset range should equal the target 
depth, as this gives the most accurate velocity analysis over the target. 
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Figure 10. Schematic diagram illustrating the relationship between water depth, seabed 
velocity and offset in determining the refraction event arrival distance along a hydrophone 
string in a typical 2D-acquisition geometry.  
 

The minimum offset distance for commercial 2D and 3D seismic surveys is often in the region of 
100-150m. Such distances are required to reduce the impact of noise generated by the passage of 
the ship and airgun arrays through the water. The propagation of sound exhibits the same 
phenomena as found in optics. Thus in addition to direct reflections, other events such as 
refraction and total internal reflection, as determined by Snell’s law, are commonly observed on 
seismic records. Figure 10 shows the typical geometry of a 2D-acquisition system and displays a 
graph showing the refraction arrival distance X for a range of water depths and seabed velocities. 
Beyond this distance the records will be dominated by the total internal reflection energy (a.k.a. 
supercritical energy) generated at the sea-air and sea-bed interfaces. The distance X therefore 
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represents the maximum offset at which a seabed reflector can be recorded before being masked 
by refractions or supercritical energy. With a minimum offset of 100m it is clear that in very 
shallow water and hard bottom conditions the seabed reflection may not be recorded at all, or 
may appear only within a very small offset range. Thus a recognisable seabed return is observed 
on only a few traces resulting in a very weak signal after stacking. In the FSC, glacial sediments, 
particularly over-compacted diamictons, dominate the shallow water shelf margin. Stoker (1999) 
calculated from reconciling BGS shallow boreholes and BGS seismic, that the seismic velocities 
of the near surface sediments on the slope varied from 1.5 km/s to 1.6 km/s. The seabed on the 
slope is generally covered by normally – to under-consolidated muddy sediments (Paul et al., 
1993). In contrast, the shelf sediments have velocities between 1.8 km/s to 2.0 km/s, due to these 
sediments being predominantly over-compacted glacial diamictons. A sharp drop of seabed 
velocity at the shelf break, may explain the sudden change in the level of survey footprint noise 
at this point on Figure 5. 

Regrettably, the acquisition and processing reports for these surveys have not been provided to 
us, so it is impossible to confirm that the difference in image quality observed on the surveys is 
due, as we suspect, to very different acquisition geometries. However, as the Clair survey was 
certainly intended to image the relatively shallow Clair field at 2km depth (Coney et al., 1993), it 
is highly likely that the survey design would sample the close offsets. 

4.2 SURVEY FOOTPRINT 
Close examination of the seabed image of the FSC reveals the presence of minor time shifts 
between lines giving rise to a corrugated effect (Bulat and Long, 2001). These features correlate 
with acquisition direction and are interpreted as systematic noise. Although present throughout 
the image they become progressively more severe in shallower waters, as demonstrated in Figure 
5. Marfurt et al. (1998) define such acquisition related noise as survey footprint and point out 
that it affects both phase and amplitude. Examination of seabed reflection strength confirms that 
the systematic noise identified on the seabed image correlates with strong line-to-line amplitude 
variation (Bulat 2003). There is no one single cause. The literature presents the following causes 
for marine data: 

4.2.1 Feathering 
A typical 3D marine survey involves towing multiple receiver streamers and one or more airgun 
arrays. This basic design should result in a swath of CMP bins where each bin has the same 
number of traces, i.e. the same fold. These traces will have similar offsets, azimuths and are 
spatially located at the centre of the bin. However, maintaining such a survey configuration in 
the presence of strong crosscurrents is very difficult. Streamers start to feather, i.e. the 
hydrophone is progressively displaced laterally such that the tail of the hydrophone cable is 
significantly off-line. The resultant CMP distribution becomes rather complex. Firstly, instead of 
a uniform fold for each bin, a pattern of variable fold is produced. This also implies that the 
offset and azimuth range for each bin varies. Secondly, the traces are not located at the centre of 
the bin, but will be systematically scattered. This has a number of knock-on effects. Firstly, it 
degrades the velocity analyses. As the traces are no longer from exactly the same subsurface 
location, they no longer exhibit a truly hyperbolic NMO. Once stacked with these subtly 
incorrect velocities the resultant stack volume will display modulated amplitudes and frequency 
loss due to misalignment of the events. Hill et al. (1999) performed a simple modelling study to 
examine variation in footprint due to small errors in velocity analyses on the stacking process. 
They found that significant footprint patterns were generated with slight velocity errors and that 
these patterns changed with time, so precluding correction with a simple amplitude scaling 
function. In marine data, feathering appears to be the main source of acquisition footprint.  
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4.2.2 Poor acquisition design 
Lansley (1996) points out that the optimum 3D survey would have offset and azimuth 
distributions within CMP bins that were spatially consistent and of high fold. However, in 
practice uniform sampling is difficult to achieve, and the lack of uniformity results in a pattern of 
data acquisition lineations. Most conventional 3D surveys have swaths in rectangular patterns, 
rarely more than 250m wide and many (3-6) kilometres long. If there is insufficient overlap 
between such swaths, then CMP bins on the edge may be populated with fewer traces than at the 
centre of the swath. Furthermore, these traces may be associated with a limited range of source-
receiver azimuths. The lack of uniformity in fold and azimuth can result in footprint anomalies. 

4.2.3 Processing errors 
The impact of footprint artefacts is likely to be greater at smaller two-way times, where the 
errors in static corrections are likely to be greatest, giving rise to errors in velocities. A major 
uncertainty is likely to be cable depth. In processing, it is typically assumed that the cable is at a 
constant depth below sea level. Usually, this is achieved by using the drag of the cables through 
the water to maintain the cables under tension. However, there is also the need to maintain a 
sufficiently low speed over the subsurface so that the firing interval is maintained in distance and 
a suitable time window is available to record. These two requirements can conflict in certain 
oceanographic states, such as following seas. Consider a survey specification which requires that 
the shot interval should be 25m and 10s record length is required.  If the ship travels over the 
subsurface at 4 knots, approximately 2m/s, then the time required to travel 25m is 14.5s. This 
provides ample time to record 10s of data and sufficient drag in the water to maintain cable 
depth. However, in a following sea of say 3 knots, then the ship will need to reduce its speed 
relative to the water to 1 knot, resulting in low cable tension giving rise to ‘snaking’ of the cable 
both vertically and horizontally. Small time shifts of this sort are more significant for the smaller 
arrival time of the primary seabed reflection, than for the multiples.   

 

5 Indirect estimation of seabed topography from pre-
stack data. 

Where seabed conditions and survey geometry conspire to make the primary seabed reflection 
weak and contaminated with footprint artefacts, indirect means may be used. Thus study will 
focus on using seabed multiple energy to estimate seabed topography. 

5.1 MULTIPLES, AUTO-CORRELATION & PREDICTIVE DECONVOLUTION 
The aim of conventional processing is to reduce the observed seismic response measured as time 
series at receiver locations to a data set that reveals the underlying acoustic impedance contrasts 
generated by geology. A very important aspect of this process is the suppression of multiples.  

As a seismic wave propagates through layered media, part of the energy of the wave is refracted 
and part transmitted at each interface according to Snell’s law. This occurs for upward ray paths 
as well as downward ray paths. Thus the primary reflection is only one among many possible ray 
paths reverberating between source and receiver. These other ray paths are called multiples 
because they involve multiple reflection between several interfaces. Figure 11 is a schematic 
diagram (after Hatton et al., 1986) showing the various classes of multiples. Because the greatest 
velocity and density contrasts occur between the air-water and water-seabed interfaces, the 
multiples associated with these interfaces are by far the strongest. Many techniques have been 
developed to suppress multiples. However, in the context of this study, they may also provide an 
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indirect means for imaging the seabed. Predictive devolution is a commonly used technique to 
suppress multiples in shallow water areas. This is a filter that attenuates features that repeat with 
a certain periodicity, termed the prediction lag. Estimating the time lag from noisy time series 
data can be difficult. However, a statistical technique, called auto-correlation, exists that 
recognises the periodicity in the presence of noise. 

 

Figure 11. Ray paths of common multiple classes. After Hatton et al. (1986) 

 

A full description of the auto-correlation function is presented in Hatton et al. (1986). Auto-
correlation is commonly used to recognise periodicity in noisy time-series data. Figure 12 shows 
a periodic function, representing a series of multiples, with and without noise, and the calculated 
auto-correlation functions. As can be seen, even with severe noise added, the auto-correlation is 
very robust and reveals the major periodicity. Ordinarily, this allows the processor to design an 
appropriate deconvolution filter to collapse the multiple train into the primary. In comparison, 
the auto-correlation of a random time series gives values an order of magnitude lower, as is seen 
in Figure 13. Auto-correlation and predictive deconvolution are widely used in seismic 
processing. However, in order to work, there has to be a statistically significant number of 
multiples in the section. In deeper water, this may be problematic. If only 5s of data, say, is 
recorded, and water depths are 100ms, then there are up to 50 possible seabed multiples in the 
data volume. If water depths are at 1000ms two-way time then there are only 5 possible seabed 
multiples present. In the latter case, the small number of multiples may cause predictive 
deconvolution to fail. 
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Figure 12. Use of auto-correlation to recognise periodicity in time series data in the 
presence of noise. After Hatton et al. (1986). 

Panel A; A sinusoid of 20Hz. Panel B; The auto-correlation of the sinusoid in A. Panel C; pure 
noise with Gaussian distribution of zero and unit variance. Panel D.  Summation of A & C. 
Panel E; the auto-correlation of D. Note that the periodicity in the time series D is difficult to 
perceive because of the noise, whereas the auto-correlation function E reveals its presence 
clearly. 
 

 

Figure 13. The auto-correlation of a random time series, after Hatton et al. (1986). Left 
panel, random time series; right panel, its auto-correlation. 
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5.2 ENHANCING MULTIPLES WITH CMP PROCESSING 
Another technique for suppressing multiples is to use the different move-out characteristics of 
multiple and primary reflections in CMP gathers. Multiples always appear as lower velocity 
events than the equivalent primary. This characteristic is often employed to suppress multiples 
by selecting a velocity function that reinforces the primary reflection and destroys the multiples.  

In this study, a water velocity function has been selected to enhance the multiples and attenuate 
the primary reflections below the seabed in the stacked volume. The top panel of Figure 14 
shows an example CMP gather from the FINA 30/14 survey used in this study. The X-axis is the 
absolute offset distance and Y-axis the time. The direct arrival from the source is observed as a 
linear feature with an apparent velocity of 1471m/s and the primary seabed reflection appears as 
a hyperbolic event with an apparent velocity of 1480m/s. The lower panel of Figure 14, shows 
the same CMP gather after NMO with an assumed velocity of 1500m/s. For this survey a static 
shift of -50ms was estimated as achieving consistent velocities when examining CMP gathers. In 
this example the primary seabed event is slightly degraded by using a single velocity of 1500m/s, 
as can clearly be seen by the slight misalignment of the seabed event. This results in a smearing 
of the event and high frequency loss after stacking.  

Having obtained a stacked volume where the multiples have been preserved and enhanced the 
first seabed multiple may be picked and used to map seabed topography. Furthermore, an auto-
correlation volume can be created from the stacked volume and the periodicity of the seabed 
multiples picked, and these, too, should reflect the seabed topography.   
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Aliased super-critical events

Direct arrival

Reflection hyperbolae

Aliased super-critical events

Primary & Multiple Reflections

 

Figure 14. Example CMP displays from the FINA 30/14 survey. Top Panel; raw CMP 
gather, showing refraction and seabed reflection events and their apparent velocities. 
Bottom Panel; same CMP gather after the application of NMO with single velocity of 1500 
m/s. 
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6 FINA 30/14 seismic survey. 
The 3D survey used in this study, lies in block 30/14 of the Central Graben of the North Sea. It 
was originally provided to the Edinburgh Anisotropy Project (EAP) by FINA, now TOTAL for 
their research work. As this dataset lies in relatively shallow water, and is small in size, EAP 
agreed to share this dataset to permit the investigation of the approaches outlined above. 

6.1 KNOWN SEABED GEOLOGY OF THE AREA COVERED BY FINA 30/14 3D 
SURVEY. 

The survey area (Figure 15) straddles the median line between the UK and Norwegian sectors of 
the Central Graben of the North Sea. It lies approximately 30 km west of the Norwegian Ekofisk 
complex.  The BGS published seabed sediments (Graham, 1986) and Quaternary geology (Fyfe, 
1986) maps for the Fisher Sheet (56oN-02oE) cover the study area. The BGS maps show the area 
to be covered with unconsolidated sand of the Forth Formation (Early Holocene – Late 
Pleistocene in age) infilling a complex unconformity surface.  

 

BGS 76/4-9 #5 #3

 

Figure 15. Study area showing BGS line tracks, BGS sample sites (pink circles) and outline 
of 3D seismic survey (red line) FINA 30/14 used in this study. 

 

The unconformity cuts into the Fisher Formation (Pleistocene in age), which consists of over-
consolidated clay, silt and shelly sand. Figure 17 is a bathymetry map generated from 
DigBath250; a BGS product of digitised bathymetric contours based on the available BGS high-
resolution seismic grid displayed in Figure 15. Water depths in the immediate vicinity of the 
survey vary very gently around 70m. Figure 15 also shows the available BGS sample sites. 
Examination of echo sounder and pinger records shows very little in the way of topography at 
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the seabed, although the wide line spacing may be hiding small-scale bathymetric variations. 
However, there is evidence from BGS 76/4-9 pinger record (Figure 16) that there is significant 
variation in the thickness of the Forth Formation, ranging from 25ms to only a few milliseconds.  

 
 

 

 

Figure 16. Pinger profile BGS 76/4-9. Fixes 2-6 showing variation in thickness of Forth 
Formation. Time lines 10ms. 
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Figure 17. Regional bathymetry contours from 1:250K DigBath250 compilation. BGS 
profiles shown in black. UK block boundaries and median line shown in red. 
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6.2 FINA 30/14 SURVEY GEOMETRY AND DATA DESCRIPTION 
The survey was acquired in 1989 by GSI. The basic survey parameters are presented in Table 2. 
As an early 3D survey it consisted of one airgun array firing into two 3-Km streamers with a 
nominal separation of 106m, and minimum offsets to the source array of 110m. After loading  

 

Table 2. Basic parameters of the FINA 30/14 3D seismic survey. 
into ProMAX and generating the database, a basic shot point map was created and is shown as 
Figure 18. This shows a rather uneven distribution, which is further exacerbated when 
transformed into the CMP domain. Figure 19 is the CMP map with the notional fold of coverage 
represented by a colour bar. The significant line-to-line variation in fold and the data gaps will 
cause significant problems in the shallow section and will certainly lead to pronounced survey 
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footprint. At depth, close to the target depth of 3 km, the long offsets may help to in-fill the gaps. 
The best bin size was calculated as 50m. 

 

Figure 18. Shot location map 

 

Figure 19. CMP fold coverage 
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7 Results of multiple stack processing 
Two data volumes with bin sizes of 50m were created. The first is a near trace multiple stack 
volume, the second an auto-correlation volume derived from the first. Three horizons were 
generated from these volumes. These were the primary seabed reflection and first seabed 
multiples picked on the near trace section and a seabed periodicity event based on the auto-
correlation volume. 

7.1 NEAR TRACE SECTION 
The seabed refraction, observed on the CMP gathers (Top Panel, Figure 14) suggests that the 
sediments at the seafloor have a velocity of 1700m/s and that the minimum offset is 120m. The 
graph in Figure 10 predicts that the onset of contamination by refraction and super-critical events 
occurs at an offset distance of 450m. This is consistent with the observed data and implies 13 
traces of useful data.  

A near-trace stack volume containing traces with a maximum offset of 200m was created using a 
constant velocity of 1500 m/s. A maximum offset of 200m was selected as this gave an optimum 
primary seabed reflector. Incorporating larger offset distances in the stack tends to smear the 
primary seabed reflection because of the misalignment problems discussed previously. No mutes 
were applied.  

Figure 20 shows an in-line profile of the near-trace volume. Because of the favourable 
acquisition geometry and seabed conditions, good primary seabed and multiple events are 
observed. Two possible channel features are observed at the seabed between traces 370-420 and 
510-590. The edges of the features are associated with small depressions in the seabed reflection.  

SW NE

Channels?

Apparent seabed depressions

 

Figure 20 . Example line 397 of near-trace volume with no mutes applied. The yellow 
horizon is the primary seabed reflection, the cyan is the first seabed multiple and the green 
horizon is the seabed pick derived from an auto-correlation volume. 
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These may be due to the well-known thin-bed tuning effects described by Widess (1974), as the 
Forth formation thins abruptly, rather than true seabed topography. The first seabed multiple 
event also shows the features of the primary but is clearly interfered with by possible near 
seafloor structure at traces 460-470. The base of the right-hand channel has generated a 
significant multiple that has interfered with the seabed multiple, such that the auto-picking utility 
has partly followed the multiple of the base of the channel rather than the seabed multiple. 

 

NW SE

 

Figure 21. Example trace display (trace 452). Note the poor continuity and the abrupt 
changes of level of the seabed event. Note also the overall drop in amplitude between Lines 
320-330 and 383-415, which are artefacts of the survey design. 
Figure 21 shows a cross-line profile of the near trace volume. The profile clearly demonstrates 
the lack of adequate sampling in the cross-line direction, which has been commented on 
previously. Both the seabed and first multiple events show abrupt drops in amplitude and, as was 
discussed in section 4.2, has given rise to footprint anomalies that are strongest on the primary 
reflection and less pronounced on the first seabed multiple. 

7.1.1 Primary seabed reflection map 
Figures 22 and 23 are two-way time and amplitude maps respectively for the seabed reflection 
horizon. They are dominated by strong seismic footprint effects. Amongst the noise other 
features with a Northwest - Southeast orientation are discernible.   
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Figure 22. Map view of two-way time Zap of the seabed reflection. Note the strong impact 
of survey footprint artefacts and abrupt changes of levels between swaths. 

 

Figure 23. Map view of amplitude of seabed reflection event. Amplitudes also show 
strong footprint artefacts and changes between swaths. 

7.1.2 First seabed multiple map 
Figures 24 and 25 are two-way time and amplitude maps respectively for the first seabed 
multiple horizon. Seismic footprint effects are also present but less severe than for the seabed 
reflection horizon. As a consequence the Northwest-Southeast features observed on the seabed 
reflection map are clearer. However, at least part of the horizon map is contaminated with 
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multiple energy from the base of the channel observed on Figure 20, rather than the seabed 
multiple. 

 

Figure 24. Map view of seabed multiple horizon. Note the reduced footprint and swath to 
swath shifts, so that structures are clearer. Note also the cycle skip artefacts in the south. 

 

Figure 25. Amplitude map of the first seabed multiple horizon. Note the appearance of 
more trends in comparison to the amplitude map for the primary reflection. 
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7.2 SEABED PERIODICITY PICK 
Figure 12 panel B shows that the auto-correlation function of a seismic trace, with a strong 
multiple series, is a decaying sinusoid of the period of multiple. Figure 26 shows the auto-
correlation volume derived from the multiple-stack volume designed round the first multiple. A 
clear series of events is observed with a periodicity of about 100ms and decaying in amplitude 
with time.  The green event represents the first lobe of this series and is an indirect estimate of 
the water depth. Because it measures periodicity, phase displacements due to survey footprint are 
removed. This is clear from Figure 27, which is the periodicity pick converted into depth using a 
velocity of 1480m/s. Many features are now observed and the mean depth is 70m, which 
coincides with the known regional bathymetry (Figure 16).  

It is also of interest to consider the possible physical meaning of the amplitude of the auto-
correlation function. The amplitude will reflect the strength of the correlation. As discussed in 
section 5.1, auto-correlation is relatively insensitive to random noise. However, if there is a 
larger number of multiples generated due to slightly harder seabed conditions, then one might 
expect stronger amplitudes in the auto-correlation. Certainly, pronounced variation in amplitude 
is visible in Figure 26. Figure 28 is an amplitude map of the seabed periodicity which shows 
features very similar in trend to those observed in the amplitude maps for the seabed reflection 
and its first multiple.  

In comparison with the seabed reflection and first seabed multiple picks, it is clear that the 
seabed periodicity pick has provided the best estimate of water depth. However, it is unclear 
whether the map represents the true seabed topography or in fact represents thin-bed tuning 
effects described by Widess (1974), due to the thickness variation of the Forth formation. The 
lack of detailed swath bathymetry over the survey area with which to make comparison leaves 
this an unanswered question. However, the narrow standard deviation of the surface (mean 
70.6m standard deviation 0.88m) and the association of small topographic lows with pinch-outs 
on profiles, makes the possibility of thin-bed tuning effects quite likely. 

 

Figure 26. Example Line 387 from the auto-correlation volume designed around the first 
multiple 
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Figure 27. Water depth estimated from auto-correlation pick assuming water velocity of 
1480m/s. Scale in meters. 

 

Figure 28. Amplitude map of seabed pick based on an auto-correlation volume. Scale in 
arbitrary units. 
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8 Conclusions 
Seabed images based on 3D seismic produce excellent results of quality comparable to swath 
systems in deep water (>500m).  

In shallower water depths, the survey’s acquisition design and general seabed conditions become 
important factors in determining the image quality.  Some surveys have provided excellent 
results in water depths of 200m, while others have been severely degraded by survey footprint 
artefacts at similar water depths.  

As a general rule, surveys designed for imaging deep structure are less likely to generate good 
seabed returns, as they tend to have larger minimum offsets. Similarly, hard seabed conditions 
reduce the offset range over which the seabed return can be recorded, which in turn reduces the 
seabed image quality. Hard seabed conditions also give rise to increased levels of coherent noise 
generated by aliased super-critical reflectors. 

Overall survey design and coverage also impact on seabed image quality, as non-uniform CMP 
bin populations and azimuth ranges enhance survey footprint. The survey used in this study is 
well sampled in the in-line direction but poorly sampled in the cross-line direction. So, although 
the seabed reflector is imaged, it is heavily influenced by footprint. 

This study has demonstrated that the information content inherent in multiples can be used to 
indirectly estimate seabed topography. It requires pre-stack processing to preserve the multiple 
energy. For this survey, picking seabed periodicity on an auto-correlation volume has given the 
most convincing result. The second best result was obtained by enhancing the first seabed 
multiple. Seabed periodicity will become poorer in deeper water because the number of 
multiples present within the length of the trace record will drop and consequently the quality of 
the auto-correlation will degrade. 

An unresolved question, due to lack of swath bathymetry in the survey region, is the extent to 
which the topography generated by the seabed periodicity reflects tuning effects due to the 
rapidly varying thickness of the Forth Formation, as opposed to the true seabed topography. 

The technique needs to be applied to another, deeper water area, such as Shell’s woc96 survey in 
the FSC where the primary seabed reflection begins to fade. This would enable a direct 
comparison of surfaces generated by conventional and multiple enhancement processing as well 
as present an opportunity to extend the FSC seabed image. 
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